
 

VILLAGE OF WOLVERINE LAKE 

ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS MINUTES 

JULY 18, 2017 

 

 

CALL TO  ORDER 
Chairperson Minoletti called the meeting to order at 7:02 PM. 

 

PLEDGE TO FLAG 

 

ROLL CALL 

Present: Malek, Ponder, Gannon, Stawizky, Duff, Moretto, Minoletti 

Absent:  Gottlieb 

Others: Attorney Elowsky, Building Inspector Brandt and approximately 10 members of the 

public. 

 

Minoletti stated that Gottlieb emailed his resignation effective immediately; he is no longer a 

resident of the Village of Wolverine Lake.  Minoletti expressed his appreciation of having 

Gottlieb on the ZBA. 

 

CORRESPONDENCE 

None 

 

APPROVAL OF MINUTES 

MOTION by Ponder, seconded by Minoletti, to approve the ZBA Minutes of May 16, 2017 as 

presented. 

All in favor 

Motion Carried 

 

MOTION by Ponder, seconded by Minoletti, to approve the ZBA Minutes of June 20, 2017 as 

presented. 

All in favor 

Motion Carried 

 

Attorney Elowsky discussed some concerns regarding proper procedure with the ZBA members.  

Elowsky used the accessory structure lake front placement as an example. She also mentioned 

the use of the Dimensional Variance Checklist.  She stated every appeal is unique and every 

property is different but each appeal follows the same checklist.   Elowsky stated that the 

members are doing a good job using the checklist however; she suggested clarification when 

making a motion, based on the facts, as to why members agree or disagree.  The motion should 

be clear if a case goes before a judge.  Discussion ensued. 

 

PRESENTATION OF CASES 

 
ZBA CASE #17-663   Robert & Audrey Hutter 
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LOCATION OF PROPERTY: 201 Oak Island 

     Wolverine Lake, MI  48390   17-22-436-012 

BASIS FOR APPEAL: 1280.04 Placement Regulation. 

Accessory building and structures cannot be located in the 

lakefront yard. Applicant proposed raised patio in the lakefront 

yard. 

 

MOTION by Duff, seconded by Ponder, to open ZBA case #17-663. 

 

Audrey Hutter, 201 Oak Island, was present and introduced herself. The applicant explained they 

bought the home as a foreclosure and the house sits close to the water with a steep backyard.   

Their request is for improvement of their unsafe eroding yard.  She stated they started the work 

not knowing they needed a permit.  She provided the members with a document titled 

“Supporting Documents for Zoning Board of Appeal Hearing” and stated her husband Bob went 

door to door getting signatures in support of their appeal.  Bob Hutter stated they replaced the 

brick to match neighbors existing brick. 

 

CALL TO THE PUBLIC 

Minoletti opened to public 

 

Dean McQuade, 207 Oak Island, was present and supportive of the proposal. 

 

Minoletti read an email from Tom Hite, 215 Oak Island, supporting the structure. 

  

Minoletti closed to public and opened to the Board for discussion. 

 

Minoletti asked Building Inspector Brandt why this is considered a structure.  Brandt replied that 

rock and brick are permanently attached to the ground.  

 

Minoletti asked applicants if they went bigger and how close they are to the water.  Applicants 

stated they replaced the old, filled and leveled the eroding ground and the house is within 35 feet 

of the lake. 

 

Malek asked the Attorney if the document the applicants handed the Board as part of the record 

should include addresses.  Attorney Elowsky stated the signatures should include printed names 

and addresses.   

 

Discussion ensued. 

 

Chairperson Minoletti presented the Dimensional Variance Checklist.  

 

1. 5 - Agree 2 - Disagree that…Special or unique conditions and circumstances exist which 

are peculiar to the land, structure, or building involved and which are not generally 

applicable to other lands, structures, or buildings in the same district.  

a. State Why Based upon Facts: Unique condition of the property due to drop off 
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2. 1 - Agree 6 - Disagree that…A literal interpretation of the provisions of the zoning 

ordinance would deprive the applicant of rights commonly enjoyed by other properties in 

the same district under the same zoning terms; and that the variance is the minimum 

necessary. 

a. State Why Based upon Facts:  

 

3. 5 - Agee 2 - Disagree that…The special conditions and circumstances do not result from 

the actions of the applicant…They are not self-created. 

a. State Why Based upon Facts: They did not self-create the problem. They did not 

pull a permit prior to starting the work and did something outside the ordinance. 

 

4.  0 - Agree 7 - Disagree…The granting of the variance will be in harmony with the 

general purpose and intent of this ordinance. 

a. State Why Based upon Facts: 

 

5. 7 - Agree 0 - Disagree…The variance will not be injurious to the neighborhood or 

otherwise detrimental to the general welfare. 

a. State Why Based upon Facts: Not injurious to the neighborhood. 

 

6. 7 - Agree 0 - Disagree…The spirit of this ordinance shall be observed, public safety 

secured and substantial justice done. 

a. State Why Based upon Facts: Public safety secured. 

 

MOTION by Minoletti, seconded by Malek, to approve ZBA CASE #17-663, item 1280.04 to 

raise the patio in the lakefront yard based on Dimensional Variance Checklist #1, 3, 5, and 6. 

 

ROLL CALL 

Ayes: Malek, Stawizky, Moretto, Gannon, Minoletti 

Nays: Ponder, Duff 

Absent: None  

Motion Carried 

 

ZBA CASE #17-664   Kevin Caldwell 

 

LOCATION OF PROPERTY: 2177 Pendell 

     Wolverine Lake, MI 48390  17-28-235-017 

BASIS FOR APPEAL: 1270.08(b)(1) d.1. Fences.  

Ordinance does not permit a fence in the front yard that 

exceeds 30 inches in height.  Applicant proposes a fence 

that is 6 feet tall in a dual frontage yard. 

 

MOTION by Duff, seconded by Ponder, to open ZBA case #17-664. 
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Kevin Caldwell, 2177 Pendell, was present and introduced himself.  He stated he grew up in the 

Village.  He is asking for the variance because the house is a corner lot and to safely secure their 

recued Greyhound.  He stated he likes the esthetics of the neighborhood.  He is asking to put up a 

wooden shadow box type fence.  A 30 inch fence will not contain his Greyhound.  He is also 

trying to avoid putting fence posts near the septic tank. He stated he understands and appreciates 

the intent of the ordinance but wants to provide safety to his family, dog and the neighborhood. 

 

Gary Caldwell, 2379 Woodlawn, was present and introduced himself as the applicant’s father.  

He added a fence is already in place and is in support of the request. 

 

Ray Bauman, 1215 Delmonte, was present and introduces himself and stated he was not 

supportive of the structure due to the esthetics and likes the nice open look of the neighborhood.   

 

Clifford Opalewski, 1420 Thurston was present and not supportive of the wood fence.   He stated 

he likes the clean open look of the neighborhood. 

 

Minoletti read a letter on the record from Gary Holmberg, 1325 Delmonte, stating the request 

should be denied.  The fence would be an eyesore and possibly affect the property value of the 

home.  Enclosing the back yard only would probably be a more esthetic solution.  Holmberg has 

lived in the Village for 30 years and has never objected to anyone’s simple requests i.e. 

extending a deck a couple of feet etc.  

 

Minoletti read a letter on the record from John Buhl, 1226 Thurston, Regarding the fences 

1270.08(b)(1) d.1, stated he objects. 

 

Minoletti reference previous cases located on Ellington, Darnell, Los Angeles and Woodlawn. 

 

Discussion ensued. 

 

CALL TO THE PUBLIC 

Minoletti opened to public 

 

Minoletti closed to public and opened to the Board for discussion.  The Board and Brandt 

discussed. 

 

Ponder asked Brandt what the maximum height of the fence can be.  The Board and Brandt had 

side discussion. 

 

Minoletti asked the applicant if they considered installing an electronic fence as an option.  The 

applicant stated when they adopted the dog the rescue stated an electronic fence can not be used 

to detain the dog and will only scare it. 

 

Malek stated he is a dog lover and is not supportive of building a fortress for a dog. 
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Discussion ensued. 

 

Minoletti stated there are other options that will fit within the ordinance. There is an alternative 

and the Board is not opposed to making it safer for a dog owner.   

 

Chairperson Minoletti presented the Dimensional Variance Checklist.  

 

1. 0 - Agree 7 - Disagree that…Special or unique conditions and circumstances exist which 

are peculiar to the land, structure, or building involved and which are not generally 

applicable to other lands, structures, or buildings in the same district.  

a. State Why Based upon Facts:  

 

2. 0 - Agree 7 - Disagree that…A literal interpretation of the provisions of the zoning 

ordinance would deprive the applicant of rights commonly enjoyed by other properties in 

the same district under the same zoning terms; and that the variance is the minimum 

necessary. 

a. State Why Based upon Facts:  

 

3. 0 - Agee 7 - Disagree that…The special conditions and circumstances do not result from 

the actions of the applicant…They are not self-created. 

a. State Why Based upon Facts:  

 

4.  0 - Agree 7 - Disagree…The granting of the variance will be in harmony with the 

general purpose and intent of this ordinance. 

a. State Why Based upon Facts: 

 

5. 0 - Agree 7 - Disagree…The variance will not be injurious to the neighborhood or 

otherwise detrimental to the general welfare. 

a. State Why Based upon Facts: 

 

6. 0 - Agree 7 - Disagree…The spirit of this ordinance shall be observed, public safety 

secured and substantial justice done. 

a. State Why Based upon Facts: 

 

MOTION by Duff, seconded by Stawizky, to approve ZBA CASE #17-664, item 1270.08(b)(1) 

d.1. Fences, based on Dimensional Variance Checklist. 

 

ROLL CALL 

Ayes:  

Nays: Malek, Ponder, Gannon, Stawizky, Duff, Moretto, Minoletti 

Absent:   

Motion Carried 

 

NEW BUSINESS 
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Ponder stated he received the notice regarding ZBA CASE #17-664 and said the notice was 

confusing and unclear. 

 

Attorney Elowky stated from a legal standpoint the notice was all that was required.  She did 

state she would speak with Administrator Burd and see what could be done to make it clearer. 

 

Minoletti stated he encourages every member to visit every case and take notes.  He stated you 

cannot make a decision on something you have not seen.  He also stated if you are busy then talk 

with Administrator Burd regarding removing yourself from the ZBA. 

 

Building Inspector Brandt stated the approved pergola with a lattice roof came back with a 

covered roof instead of the lattice and he denied the request. 

 

ATTENDEE/COUNCIL MEETING 

Duff stated the park discussion has quieted down.  He stated a park plan was needed for grant 

money.  The Council is waiting for a revised park plan.   

 

Stawizky asked Duff why the community doesn’t want the improvement.  Duff stated that some 

people want it and some people do not.  Some of the reasons were residents don’t necessarily 

like kids, noise, extra traffic or change to the heritage of the Village. 

 

ADJOURNMENT   
MOTION by Malek, seconded by Duff, to adjourn the meeting at 8:21 PM 

All in favor 

Motion Carried 

 

NEXT SCHEDULED MEETING:  Regular Meeting Tuesday, August 15, 2017 

 

 

 

_______________________________ ______________________________ 

Nathan Burd, Administrator Craig Minoletti, Chairperson 

Tammy Breece, Recording Secretary  

 

 

 

 


